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Metamaterial with flexible substrate is proposed for the near field terahertz (THz)-wave imaging system. 

The metamaterial constitutes double layers of split ring resonators (SRRs), which are embedded in the 

polymer substrate. The SRRs works as an array of probe that reserves the object near field information and 

transfer it to the detection system based on the frequency up-conversion with nonlinear DAST crystal. This 

abstract reports the progress of the research work.  

THz wave near field image is desired to observe the matter-THz wave interaction and the chemical 

analysis for the bio applications, etc. While for the traditional THz near field imaging technique [1], single 

probe is normally used which needs long time scanning to get one image. A system with real time feature 

while also holds near field image resolution will benefit the research community. In reference [2], we have 

reported a proposal using metamaterial device as the probe array to improve the THz wave near field image 

available with real-time performance. The SRRs hold two functions to the imaging system, improving 

image resolution and up-conversion efficiency of the DAST crystal. The metamaterial device is designed 

with polymer flexible substrate working at sub-THz band. In this abstract, we report the recent progress on 

the device manufacture.  

Figure 1 shows the SRR design and the optical microscopy photo of the inter-process results of the 

device. A polymer spacer is designed to accommodate the double layer SRRs. Lift-off with 

photolithography is planned for the process. We began with a handle wafer and finally the polymer will be 

released to obtain the flexible device. Figure 1(b) shows the device image before release.  

       

Fig. 1 Metamaterial design (a, left) and the developed device (b, right).  
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